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quick look reactions to
ACA Cadillac tax, 
reporting

As the 40% excise tax on high-value health plans (the Cadillac tax ) gets closer—it is set to take 
effect in 2018—many plan sponsors are fi guring out whether their plans will trigger the tax and 
when, as well as how to avoid it. Of more immediate concern to plan sponsors, employers and 
insurers are the report they must fi le with IRS and the statements they must send to employees 
to show compliance with ACA employer and individual mandates. The International Foundation’s 
latest research, ACA Cadillac Tax and Reporting: 2015 Survey Results, reports what 400 members 
said their plans are doing to comply. 

or later

Among Organizations That Have Determined They Will Trigger the Cadillac Tax:
When Those Organizations Will Likely Face the Tax
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Calculated to Determine if Cadillac Tax Will Be Triggered in Future

Actions Taken or Planned to Avoid Triggering the Cadillac Tax*

Shift costs to 
employees 

Move to a high- 
deductible health plan 

Reduce bene�ts Drop higher cost 
plan options

Adopt wellness 
initiatives

Change contribution 
amounts for HSAs, 
HRAs and/or FSAs

46% 39% 33% 31% 26% 23%

Challenge Collecting Dependent 
Social Security Numbers for Reporting

54% Extremely, very 
or somewhat
challenging

33% Not very or not at all challenging
  6% Haven't started collecting yet
  7% Not sure

Planning to File for Extension of Deadlines

 1%  Yes, for IRS reporting only
 0%  Yes, for employee statement reporting only
 6%  Yes, for both IRS and employee reporting

 No, we anticipate
 being able to report to 
 both by the deadlines.
 3%  We do not have to report.
30%  Not sure

60%

  10% 12% 3% 3% 3% 1% 0% 1%
62%

*Among organizations that have already made changes, are currently making changes or plan to make changes to avoid the tax.

60%Yes, we’ve calculated it and, without any future changes, we will trigger the tax.

Yes, we’ve calculated it, and we will not trigger the tax.

No, we have not calculated it.

Not sure.

27%

9%

4%
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